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La Niña & Trading
Commodity ETF’s

Smarter Long-Range Weather Outlooks and Awareness of Climate Change

Market Review:
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Even though the stock market soared to new highs in mid-November, the
world and weather have been in Chaos. With COVID-19 surging and a contested U.S. Presidential election, the US dollar has been volatile and it is pos-
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sible the stock market is overbought.

Why have natural gas prices collapsed? (3)
From a weather standpoint, a historical 30 tropical storms or hurricanes
have been in the Atlantic or Gulf, with an unprecedented 11 storms making
landfall in the U.S. Most of these have not had a major market impact,
but hurricane Lota hit Central American with devastating rains for coffee
growers in Central American, while the US cotton crop has been lowered
due to droughts in the west and flooding in the south from storms.
My most recent highest confidence trade in commodities was advised in my
more bi-weekly frequent Weather Wealth newsletter (link) in late October.
I recommending selling natural gas call options when prices were around
$3.30 and buying the “bearish” natural gas ETF (KOLD), which is up more
than 20% as of this writing.
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Sign up for a Free Trial of my premium Weather Wealth Newsletter for specific ETF strategies on weather.
Questions contact support@bestweatherinc.com
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Record Hurricane Season
and Coffee Prices
This is the first time on record two major hurricanes
- Category 3 or stronger - have made landfall in
Nicaragua in the same hurricane season, much less
only two weeks apart. NOAA’s hurricane database only
documented seven such Category 3-plus landfalls in
Nicaragua prior from the mid-19th century through
2019.
November 16th, Iota became only the second
Category 5 hurricane on record in November
and the record latest-in-season hurricane ever to
reach that intensity in the Atlantic Basin. The 1932
Cuba hurricane reached Category 5 intensity from
November 5-8.
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Damage to Central American coffee helped take coffee
futures out of the doldrums.
In addition, Vietnam, which produces over 35% of the
world’s Robusta (cheaper instant coffee) was hit by
three Typhoons which may impact their harvest this
fall.
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WHAT IS A SUDDEN
STRATOSPHERIC
WARMING?
In recent years some extreme cold, winter snow
events have all been connected to the surface effects
of sudden stratospheric warmings, such as those in
2009-10, 2013, and ‘the beast from the east’ in 2018.
You may be asking why it is called warming than if it
leads to cold conditions?
The term sudden stratospheric warming refers to
what is observed in the stratosphere:- rapid warming
(up to about 50 °C in just a couple of days), between
10 km and 50 km above the earth’s surface. This is
so high up that we don’t feel the ‘warming’ ourselves.
However, usually, a few weeks later, we can start to
see knock-on effects on the jet stream, which in turn
affects our weather lower down (in the troposphere).
However, the stratospheric sudden warming doesn’t
happen every year, and it doesn’t always affect our
weather when it does.

Natural gas prices collapsed throughout most of
November because we do NOT have a stratospheric
warming event, but cooling, as I described.

More Signs of
Climate Change

Why Have Natural Gas
Prices Collapsed?
The blue cooling you see on the image (right) is at
about 75,000 feet up in the stratosphere. This often
PREVENTS the Polar Vortex to move south and is
often a bearish aspect to the heating oil market, with
certain crack spreads and natural gas.
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The combination of stratospheric cooling (discussed
above) and what I believe is Climate Change (NOT
low Solar Cycles), contributed to the Arctic seeing
some of the lowest sea ice in recorded history, last
October. This too helped to create a warm late fall
across most of the U.S. pressuring natural gas prices
If you are interested in what is happening over the
Arctic, please click on this link.
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A renewable
energy stock
for the future

FCEL has broken to the upside

Hydrogen-powered cars and trucks have been a grail
among alternative energy advocates for decades.
There were hydrogen companies in the 1990s that
were extolling the benefits of hydrogen over electric
vehicles (EVs).
The trouble was, building a hydrogen-powered vehicle
is complicated – that means it’s also expensive. Also,
there’s no infrastructure for hydrogen vehicles. There
are no hydrogen filling stations and you can’t fill one
up at your house like an EV.
Plus, hydrogen is somewhat dangerous to store,
so filling stations would need to have some safety
standards. And no one is that familiar with hydrogen,
so there’s a learning curve.

One stock which has broken to the upside and could
benefit from efforts to have a greener economy is
FCEL

But technology has helped push hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles (HFCVs) much further along in recent years.
And the fuel cell technology has been used in other
industries where some of the challenges for HFCVs
don’t exist.
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South American Drought Hits Several Commodities
La Niña is known to often bring drought conditions to
southern Brazil corn and soybeans, as well as parts of
Argentina. However, it is rare that Sao Paulo, (a leading
State in Brazil that produces a large share of the world’s
sugar and orange juice crops), witnesses severe drought
conditions.
Look how dry this area was in early November. The red
region you see over São Paulo is a key sugar cane, coffee,
soybean, and orange growing region. The rainfall here
has been less than 25-50% of normal, for months.
Rains did begin to appear in late November, but it may
be too late for Brazil’s orange crop that is being reduced.

Central Brazil’s drought (red) in early November
Source of chart (above) :NOAA
Source of chart (left): Barcharts.com
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Commodity
ETF’s
Commodity ETF’s, like standard
equities, can be traded on-line at
Fidelity, Vanguard, etc.

Climate Predict Outlook:

Unlike commodity futures and
options contracts, which are highly
leveraged and have, ETF’s offer
more “peace” of mind, since they
are less volatile and not leveraged.
For the novice commodity trader
or stock picker, trading certain
ETF’s like coffee (JO), or natural gas
(UNG) makes good sense.

(Dec-Feb Weather Trends)
My Climate Predict weather
software (climatepredict.com)
gives a clue of potential La Nina
type rainfall for the DecemberFebruary period and the December
temperature outlook for the globe.
The map above shows the potential
for dry weather returning to central
Brazil coffee, soybeans, and orange
juice regions.

The map below looks at typical
La Niña events and other similar
teleconnections around the globe
such as low sea ice and ocean
temperatures thousands of miles
away to predict a generally warm
December over most U.S. energy
and natural gas regions.

My gold plan Weather Wealth
newsletter had a wonderful ETF
strategy earlier in November. It
recommended buying the inverse
natural gas ETF (KOLD). Not all
ETF’s allow you to go short the
market, but natural gas is one of
them where you can.
Here is a video of me in midNovember talking about

commodity ETF’s and the crazy
world weather.
You can view the video here.

Source: Jim Roemer - climatepredict.com
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Pro Shares Ultrashort
Bloomberg Natural Gas
The highest confidence trade I had earlier in
November, was going short natural gas and buying
the inverse ETF (KOLD). Caution is advised on such
a massive sell-off in natural gas prices already and a
subsequent rally in this ETF. Nevertheless, for now,
I remain bullish on this ETF. You can see through
December 16th how the ETF was rallying.
Prices for the inverse ETF (KOLD) soared some 20%
through the first three weeks of November, due to
the warm late fall.

Source: Proshares.com

Introducing The Best
Weather Commodity
Spider
I developed this index in 2019 to give farmers,
commodity traders, and ETF investors a general
idea of how the weather will play a role in global
commodities. Certainly, weather and markets
can change on a dime, and that is why I have my
Weather Wealth weekly commodity service. Also,
there are other factors that influence prices, such as
demand, the US dollar the Covid-19 pandemic, etc.
However, one can see my general view of natural
gas has been bearish (-3), while wheat (+2), coffee
(+2), and orange juice (+3) are potentially the most
bullish. Corn and soybeans have soared on tight
global stocks, great China demand, and potential
of La Niña type weather problems, so perhaps I
should be more bullish, but I am waiting to see
more how La Niña fares. So, where you see a (0, 1
or -1) represents that I am more unsure about these
markets at the present time, or not following them
as closely.
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Early Season Ski Report
from Ski.com
Generally speaking, La Niña events favor the Pacific
Northwest, British Columbia, Alberta, Montana,
Wyoming, Idaho, and Northern/Western Colorado
in terms of snowfall. The east generally has mixed
conditions and can have frequent freeze-thaw events
and ice and rainstorms.
Montana’s northern orientation is about as favorable
a location for snowfall during a a Niña winter as
anywhere else in the lower 48. Big Sky and Whitefish
Mountain Resort both benefit heavily from a
northwest flow and should see plenty of powder this
upcoming ski season.
Sun Valley can be the place to be during a La Nina
winter. On big years, any skier will tell you that Sun
Valley is up there with the best ski resorts in the
world and is home to both a vibrant history as well as
impressive vertical totals. When a Niña was in effect
for the 2016/2017 winter, Sun Valley saw a whopping
359” of snowfall.
Oregon and in particular, the higher elevation resorts
such as Mt Bachelor are often powder capitals during
La Niña events and if the Pacific turns on the hose, it’s
is typically pointed directly at the Cascade Range from
November through March. During that same 16/17
La Niña that saw big snow in Idaho, Mt Bachelor saw
469”of snowfall.
Jackson Hole has had some of its best winters on
record during La Niña events. In particular, 2010/2011
winter will go down as nothing short of ridiculous as
the Rendezvous Bowl snow plot saw over 600 inches
of snow during the season and if they’d been able to
stay open through the end of April, could have seen
upwards of 700 inches.
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The mountains of British Columbia and Alberta also
benefit from La Niña with Whistler Blackcomb favored
to see EPIC snowfall. The same is generally true for
interior British Columbia as well as the Canadian
Rockies, including Banff.

Aspen Snowmass, Vail, and Steamboat are
typically favored for above-average snowfall with
Steamboat often receiving the lion’s share due to its
close proximity to the I-80 corridor which is usually
a popular path for the jet stream during a a Niña
season. During that same season, Jackson saw big
snowfall so did Steamboat, with the resort reporting
393” of total snowfall on Storm Peak.
The Northeast isn’t as directly affected by La Niña as
the Western mountains in terms of snowfall outlooks.
However in general, La Niña events can bring colder
than normal temps to the East Coast but moisture
predictions drop off when you get east of the Great
Lakes, who tend to see above-average precipitation.

SOURCE:: Ski.com/Noaa
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